
Descriptive Essay on Friendship

Here you have a descriptive essay on Friendship Let's Start with Introduction.

What is Friendship, and why is it one of the greatest bonds?

Friendship is a true bond one could ever wish for. It is the purest relation between two individuals.

They both care and support each other in any situation of life. They share their feelings and

understand them to give better suggestions from their side. You meet many people in your life, but

very few stay with you along with your life and make your life easy and successful. They give better

advice than anyone else and help in every point of life.

True Friendship

An individual meets with many people in their life, but only some are closer to everyone. Let us take

an example of our school or college. We had so many friends in a circle, but we can count only a few

of them to whom we share our feelings or experience. They are called true friends, so there is a

special space for them in our hearts.

There are two types of Friendship; one of them is good friends, and the other is true Friendship. The

difference between them is that if we have love, care, and affection for them and can share any

feelings with them, they are called true friends.

Most importantly, in true friendship stand, they don't judge you based on anything. They are

completely free from fear of being judged. They make you feel love and happiness. True Friendship

motivates you to stay strong in life and give a strong reason to feel happy and good in life. It is

important to have a good family, but you need a true friend to stay completely happy in your life.

Many people don't have families, but they have true friends as a family. Hence, it is essential to have

a true friend in your life.

Importance of Friendship

Friendship is very important in life, and it is important to have a friend in life because it teaches you

great lessons of life that you can't learn from anywhere except it. We know how to deal with

problems and realize our weaknesses to work on them and eliminate them. Only Friendship is the

key from which we can learn these skills. In Friendship, you love a person other than your family.

Friends never leave you alone in tough situations and become your moral support and help you get

out of the obstacles. They are the only ones who cheers you and enjoys your success. They take you

on the right path of your life to easily achieve your goals. Friendship also teaches you a great

meaning of loyalty. They expect you to be loyal to them and get loyalty in return. If someone gets a

loyal friend, then nobody is more fortunate than him in this world.



Moreover, the best part of Friendship is that it teaches the real meaning of patience and helps you

express your views in front of everyone. We fight with our friends but again approach them the next

day because we can't lose them just because of the small fights because they are very precious to us

and secure a special place in our hearts. There is no doubt that best friends always help us in our bad

times of life. They always try to save us from danger and offer the best advice to get rid of it. True

friends are your best asset because they share your pain, sorrow and feelings and become your best

support in tough situations of your life.

An individual never feels lonely in this world if friends surround them. If someone doesn't have

friends, then there is a chance that depression wins over them and damages their health. Friends are

someone who never let you down in hard times and emergencies. They are always there and ready

to help you in any situation. Having friends also increases your confidence and makes you

comfortable in any case. Then again, an absence of friends makes you helpless and powerless and

creates many issues like sadness, drug addiction, etc.

Choosing Your Friends Wisely:

Not all friends can instil positivity in your life. There can be negative effects as well. It is very crucial

to select your friends with the utmost knowledge. Choosing a true friend is quite difficult; however, it

is extremely vital. If a couple of our friends are engaged with negative behaviour styles, such as

smoking, drinking, and taking drugs, it will directly affect us. There is a great probability that we are

also attracted to their bad habits. This is why it is crucial to select the best choice while making

friends.

True Friendship is the best gift that one can have or take care of. The people who are blessed with it

should thank god for having real friends in their lives, and the people who don't have good friends

should always have a better approach to finding great friends. Nothing is superior to having a friend

close by in the situation of need.

Friendship Examples from History:

History has always taught us a lot, and there are many examples of true Friendship that are not far

behind. We have some famous examples from history that makes us realise Friendship's true value.

The best example of them is the Krishna and Sudama friendship. After becoming a king, we all must

have heard how Krishna met Sudama and treated him with honour even though Sudama was a poor

person. It teaches us that Friendship has no limitations, and it can be with anyone. It has to be

between like-minded people. Another example is of Karna and Duryodhana, again from that era.

Despite knowing that the Pandavas were his brothers, Karna went on to fight alongside Duryodhana

as he is his best friend and even laid down his life for him. What more examples of true Friendship

can one find? Again from the same era, Krishna and Arjun were considered best friends. Bhagavad

Gita is the best example of how a true friend can help you achieve your goal and positivity in life.

Similarly, many examples from history teach us the values of Friendship and how much it is

important for our good.



Conclusion:

It can be concluded that a friend plays a vital role in your life. It is very important to have friends, and

it is really important to select friends wisely because they can help you achieve your dreams or

destroy you. In this world, everyone enjoys the company of a friend because they are part of all your

pranks and mischief. Hence it can be said that a friend is the only treasure that a person can have.
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